
Buried deep in the sandy deserts of Plegia, an ancient, decrepit library slowly withered away to the 

constant barrage of eastern winds. Apparently, this place had been one of the greatest hubs of Grimleal 

knowledge. Its walls stood tall into the sky, row after row of packed bookshelves lined up besides each 

other. But now… The whole place lay abandoned, forgotten. Shelves once filled with information were 

scattered about broken and empty, its previously imposing architecture covered in a layer of rubble, soot 

and sand. A huge ominous darkness shrouded the library whole, like an evil echo of its muddled past. 

Suffice to say, Cordelia was not in the least excited to be there right now. The only reason Cordelia 

currently found herself in such a wretched site was because this was one of the few places one could 

find Dark Tomes after the Grimleal torched their own temples and went underground. 

“Thank you for helping me out with this Sumia!” Pacing through the many rows of vacant bookshelves, 

Cordelia took a sigh of relief. 

Sumia merely smiled at Cordelia’s words, hopping around the library as if she had not a single care in the 

world. If not for the presence of the bright and earnest Sumia by her side, the task of rummaging 

through these creepy Grimleal ruins would have been a lot more daunting to Cordelia. Though the two 

of them were still empty handed after many hours of searching, Cordelia was pretty satisfied with how 

things were turning out. When Cordelia first confessed her desire to switch into being a Dark Mage, she 

was a bit worried about how Sumia would take it. They’d both trained to be Pegasus Knights together, 

becoming best friends in training and in the battlefield. The last thing Cordelia wanted was to make 

Sumia feel like she was being abandoned. 

Thankfully, Sumia had taken the news ecstatically. There was not a shred of discomfort in her demeanor. 

She even offered to help Cordelia with acquiring some Dark Tomes unprompted, even though Tharja and 

Henry had both previously refused, saying Cordelia was much too old to start learning Dark Magic. 

Sumia’s unabashed friendship made Cordelia’s heart twitch with shame. In truth, the whole reason 

Cordelia was even becoming a Dark Mage in the first place was because of Sumia. Seeing Sumia being so 

close with her beloved Chrom created a series of uncomfortable feelings within Cordelia. Dark feelings 

that Cordelia should not have towards her best friend. Cordelia hoped that by creating some distance 

between the two and learning a new skill, perhaps she could let these feelings decay naturally… 

“Hey Cordelia, look over here!” Sumia’s voice snapped Cordelia out of her thoughts. Turning towards her 

enthusiastic friend, Cordelia’s excitement rose as she saw a purple-colored tome within Sumia’s hands. “I 

did it! I found one!” 

Wasting no time, Cordelia promptly rushed to Sumia’s side. “Great job Sumia!” The woman responded 

with just as much earnest as she took the book into her own hands. Perusing through the many pages of 

the tome, Cordelia saw this was the real deal. Several passages of forbidden spells decorated the pages 

of the book, each one of them written in the ancient Grimleal tome. “This will definitely be an amazing 

resource to have Although… Looking over the hexes, they seem to be pretty advanced in nature. I don’t 

think I’ll be able to cast any of these any time soon…” 

“Oh, poppycock!” Sumia cheerfully waved away Cordelia’s concerns. “Cordelia, not only are you the best 

Pegasus Knight I’ve ever known, you’re one of the smartest and most diligent workers in the whole army! 

A paragon of perfection! If there’s anyone who can pick up all this ‘Dark Magic’ nonsense in a flash, it’s 

you! Come on, why don’t you cast a spell right now to test it out?” 



A slight, rose-tinted blush covered Cordelia’s cheek. Hearing Sumia’s kind words of praise made her heart 

thump. Cordelia knew that she was just being nice for nice’s sake, at her current level Cordelia was well 

aware of what kind of spells she could realistically perform. But at the same time… A part of her reaaally 

wanted to fulfill Sumia’s request. Perhaps it was that expecting expression, or her glimmering eyes. It 

was a dangerous thing and yet…  

Oh, what the hell! Turning towards her book, Cordelia began flipping through the pages in search of an 

easy-ish hex she could perform. Cordelia’s ancient Grimleal wasn’t the greatest, so even reading the 

descriptions of the hex became difficult at times. Eventually, she settled on one that seemed to promote 

“Unity” and “Togetherness”. What better way to demonstrate Cordelia’s deep commitment to her 

friendship with Sumia than that? Throwing her hands forth and chanting the words to the best of her 

abilities, Cordelia summoned the dark energies from her body to cast this ancient Grimleal hex. 

Almost immediately, a spark of pink energy shot out of Cordelia’s fingertips. The spell had the form of a 

heart shaped lock, surrounded by a myriad of pinkish sparkles. Cordelia and Sumia watched in wonder as 

it slowly bounced forward, until stopping between the two. Neither of them could have expected Dark 

Magic to be so pretty… Once the magic of the hex was used up, the spell exploded outwards, dousing 

both Cordelia and Sumia in a rain of glitter. The smell of sweet lilies and soft roses wafted into their 

noses. But… Something seemed off… 

Without any sort of warning, Cordelia could feel the clothes on her body start melting away. The threads 

of cloth simply disintegrated, armored plate reduced to dust that swayed off in the wind. Within 

seconds, Cordelia’s bare breasts were completely exposed, forcing her to cover them up with her hands. 

A similar process occurred to Sumia, who yipped loudly as she felt the cold air of the library push against 

her bare skin. Not even their underwear had been spared, naked pussies shivering from the exposure to 

fresh air. 

But before either of them even had the chance to think about their ravaged clothes, the two of them 

were suddenly thrust against each other. Sumia squealed as the left side of her body bumped against 

Cordelia’s right. Cordelia too seemed to struggle, her right arm stuck to her side while it continued to dig 

into Sumia. No matter how hard either of the knights tried to pull away from each other, the magnetic 

force pulling them together was much too massive to resist. Only one side of their bodies even seemed 

to react in the first place. While Cordelia could only tug on her left arm and leg, Sumia could only control 

her rightmost limbs. Anything in between remained completely out of either of their control, as if it had 

rebelled from their grasp. 

Even as their bodies pressed directly against each other however, that odd pulling force did not let 

Cordelia or Sumia go. It only got stronger. A strange heat started to spread on every spot that Cordelia’s 

body met Sumia’s. Skin tingled with warmth, breath growing heated and limbs tingling. Cordelia’s and 

Sumia’s bodies continued to push against each other, harder and harder with each passing second until-! 

Sluuurp~ 

As if their skin had been made of clay, somehow Cordelia’s right shoulder seamlessly sunk into Sumia’s 

left and combined into one. The process was completely painless, only eliciting moans out of each girl. 

Their hips gently pushed until they merged into each other, slowly shrinking the gap between each of 

their forms. The arms middle arms that had once been separating the two merely melted into the 



middle of their combined region, swallowed whole as if they had never existed at all. The legs that stood 

in the middle also merged into one, but instead of just staying there it seemed to have been sucked up 

into their midsection, where it was absorbed to make their combined ass larger and thicker. In the 

meantime, both of their pussies merged, leaving them with just a single pair of legs that housed a 

hungering cunt in between. 

What was left in the aftermath of this bizarre combination appeared to be one singular female body. It 

didn’t seem segmented or divided in any manner, rather it more looked like a combination of Cordelia’s 

and Sumia’s features in a single form. Sumia’s two plump breasts hung down from the body’s chest, a far 

cry from Cordelia’s flatties. The body had a very plump curvature, with a fat ass that wobbled back and 

two deliciously thick thighs. Meanwhile, its tummy was pretty toned and muscular like Cordelia’s tummy, 

while its arms were firm and rugged. Despite all the strange shifting, at a first glance it honestly looked 

like the body of a regular human female. 

The one and only thing that appeared out of place was that between the body’s broad shoulders, the 

heads of both Sumia and Cordelia sat side by side, completely untransformed and undisturbed. Each 

head sprouted from a slender neck, like any regular head. Except Cordelia’s and Sumia’s heads were now 

so close, their cheeks were centimeters apart. Sitting on the right side, Sumia found she could only 

control the body’s right limbs. Similarly, Cordelia had full control of the left side of the body with no 

ability to move her right hands or legs. Though they could still feel every inch of their combined form in 

tandem, they were like two captains handling a single ship. Cordelia and Sumia were now conjoined. 

Turning down what was their new combined figure, Cordelia couldn’t help but gasp in horror. 

“Oh gods! Sumia I’m so sorry!” The red-headed woman gasped. The loss of her bodily independence was 

terribly mortifying. But what worried Cordelia the most was that she’d brought her best friend Sumia 

along. “I never realized the spell would do something like this.” 

Sumia’s eyes were wide with shock, her mouth agape as she stared down at her brand new figure. 

“This…” She muttered softly, as if lost in thought. Cordelia chastised herself. To think that Sumia was so 

horrified, she was left speechless… “This is amazing!!!” 

… Huh…? 

Cordelia had been expecting a lot of things to come out of Sumia’s mouth, but ‘Amazing’ was certainly 

not one of them. Regardless, as Sumia’s blank expression shifted to an earnest smile, Cordelia could tell 

Sumia wasn’t lying. Sumia’s hand began to travel along her new body, happily tracing its contours. Her 

fingers specially focused on their new steeled, firm tummy, which had a small six pack that was firm and 

solid.  

“Ouuhhh~ These muscles are so firm and nice~” Sumia cooed happily, her voice seeped in lustful desire, 

eyes glimmering with need. “I’ve always been on the rounder side, so having a body this slender and 

muscular feels gooood~” 

“W-Wait a second Sumia!” Cordelia shuddered in place with absolute shock, completely taken aback by 

Sumia’s reaction. Though her cheeks were also getting a bit red with heat. “W-W-What are you doing?!” 

“I-I’m sorry Cordelia! B-But… I just can’t help myself!” Sumia blurted back in frustration, though her hand 

continued caressing her new body. “I-I’ll be honest… When you said you wanted to be a Dark Mage, I 



was very scared. The two of us have been friends for so long, and I’ve always admired you! Thinking 

about how we might grow apart was terrifying…” A slight silence filled the room, before Sumia 

continued. “That’s why… When I saw us together like this… The idea that we’d be together forever, no 

longer able to separate… It’s getting me very excited~” 

As if to accentuate her statement, Sumia’s hand slowly moved up her body until it was on top of her right 

breast. There, Sumia began to greedily grope and caress the tit to her hearts content. Sumia let out a 

low, pleasured moan. Cordelia too shivered with pleasure, though she bit her tongue as to not make a 

sound. Though their bodies were segmented, it seems their sensations were 100% shared. Cordelia 

could feel the way Sumia’s hands lovingly tugged at their nipple. All of her arousal poured into Cordelia’s 

brain, causing her mind to go blank with pleasure. 

“S-Sumia…” Cordelia gasped softly, breath getting caught at the back of her throat. Though Cordelia tried 

her best to remain composed, her growing lust forced her to come out with a confession of her own. “I… 

I-!! The truth is I’ve always admired you too Sumia!” Once the cat was out of the bag, Cordelia could no 

longer contain herself. “You were always so much prettier and friendlier than me. It made me jealous of 

how close you were to Chrom… My intention was never for things to end up this way. I wanted to remain 

by your side- I… I-I want to be with you…” 

Uttering those words, Cordelia felt a flush of arousal fill her whole. Specifically, their combined pussy felt 

like it was on fire. The duo’s labia twitched eagerly, very thick amounts of vaginal arousal dripping from 

between their legs. Biting onto her lip, it was taking every scrap of Cordelia’s will not to take her hand 

and start rubbing their combined pussy. Now that the two shared a body, Cordelia just didn’t want to 

touch Sumia’s privates without permission. However, the way Sumia continued caressing their right 

breast made it sooooo hard to resist~ Maybe… Maybe a little touch wouldn’t hurt~ 

The moment that Cordelia’s hand met their dripping pussy, both Sumia and Cordelia happily groaned out 

in pure bliss. For a moment, there was not a single dispute between each of their desires. Both Cordelia 

and Sumia felt that same incredible pleasure, they both wanted the exact same thing. Without wasting 

any time, Cordelia inserted another of her slender digits, and then another, as she began to viciously 

finger their pussy. The entrance to their quivering cunt was spread out wide, pussy juices sputtering 

everywhere as Cordelia’s left hand delved into the depths of their organ. There was no expense spared in 

the pleasuring of their conjoined pussy. 

Though Sumia and Cordelia had experienced some sexual stimulation in the past, their current 

masturbation far outmatched it all. It felt as if the lust of two people had combined into a singular body, 

infecting their minds with arousal far beyond their wildest dreams. Their pussy quivered twice as hard as 

ever before, two times as sensitive as it should have been. Cordelia literally couldn’t stop moving her 

hands, their legs quivering with desire as she flicked herself off with the speed of lightning. All of this 

arousal had caused both of their nipples to become fully erect, a fact Sumia happily abused pulling and 

tugging at her soft, pillowy breast. 

As the pleasure continued to rise within the duo’s conjoined form, Cordelia and Sumia could feel a 

sudden firmness emanate from the depths of her womb. Somehow, the insides of their organ felt like 

they were solidifying. A strange stiffness throbbed within them, growing thicker and larger with each 

passing second. The sensation was far from an uncomfortable one, however. In fact, it felt absolutely 

amazing~ The softness of their insides became deliciously twitching hardness. It occupied and filled up 



more of their innards, slowly pushing outwards. Before long, Cordelia felt like their pleasure was 

reaching its apex. Cordelia’s hands sped up, rubbing her clit and ravaging her entrance until- 

Head throwing back in arousal, both Sumia and Cordelia moaned happily at the same time as powerful 

vaginal orgasm blasted them in unison. A fat, sticky blast of feminine juices splurted from their pussy. But 

that was far from the only thing. From the depths of their cunt, a girthy, rounded cockhead began push 

outwards. Its thick shaft spread out their labia, stretching forward on and on without any shame. 

Cordelia and Sumia moaned in ecstasy throughout the whole process. They both felt as if their pussy was 

inverting in on itself, vaginal walls reversing into girth for this throbbing penis. Only once the cock had 

grown to a mighty 11-inches that it finally stopped growing. 

To top the whole thing off, a pair of fat balls popped out of their hole, completely sealing their pussy off. 

Though once they had been a feminine cervix, the two rounded protrusions now heaved down in a sack 

the size of an orange, producing copious amounts of hot sperm by the second. Gone were any holes or 

folds or marks that might have indicated there had once been a pussy on their crotch. All traces of their 

feminine organ had been completely replaced by this gargantuan male monolith which throbbed with 

unforgiving arousal. 

“Look what a marvelous thing we’ve grown!” Though such a sudden and bizarre transformation would 

have normally elicited panic and concern, Sumia instead looked down at their new erection with 

excitement. “This is the proof of our union, Cordelia~ Our love manifested into a big, thick beautiful pair 

of daughters~” 

At first, Cordelia hadn’t been quite sure about the new addition to their body. But hearing Sumia’s 

excitement, thinking about the idea that this cock and balls might be their daughters… It truly excited 

her~ The arousal that she felt from her erect, throbbing penis became even fiercer. Her heart thumped 

through her chest like crazy. 

Eyes beaming with pure affection, Sumia took hold of their fat shaft with her hand. “I’ll name this one 

Cynthia, a pretty name for a pretty penis~” 

Cordelia instantly picked up behind Sumia. She grasped their drooping balls into her hands, rubbing 

them tenderly. “Then I’ll name these Severa! I’m happy she’d be excited to produce a bunch of sperm for 

her mommies~” 

As if responding to their new names, the duo’s penis and testicles pulsated with pure desire. Cynthia 

grew harder than ever, its shaft throbbing up and down needily. Severa’s nuts started pulsating, each 

testicle growing thicker and heavier as they filled up with cream. A pair of equally horny and perverted 

smiles appeared on both Cordelia’s and Sumia’s faces. The two didn’t even have to say a single word as 

each of their slender hands landed atop their throbbing shaft. Pure, unfiltered arousal flowed freely 

throughout their bodies. They both moved in perfect unison, instantly knowing exactly what the other 

was thinking. 

With their fingers firmly grasping the throbbing shaft of their cock, Cordelia and Sumia started viciously 

masturbating their fat, girthy penis showing not even a shred of shame. The hands traveled up and down 

the length of the shaft with perfect coordination and speed. Their needy cock throbbed in ecstasy from 

each of the passionate motions, veins pulsating while more lust and blood pulsed into their twitching 

shaft. It was clear from a glance that Cordelia and Sumia were sparing no expense pleasuring their new 



protrusion. Their hips rocked back and forth to the rhythm of their hands, thoroughly fucking their hands 

with imperative thrusts. Their balls swayed back and forth too, flopping about as they gurgled creating 

fresh steamy jizz. 

Having a cock was such a new and intoxicating experience, Sumia and Cordelia just couldn’t help but get 

lost in the lust. The way it pulsated within their grasp was amazing, reacting to each one of their little 

motions by filling them with pure desire. Its hefty weight tugged down on their once empty crotch, with 

plump balls that translated pleasure into sloshy sperm. It was a type of wild, animalistic pleasure far 

more intense than anything they’d felt with their previously female organs! 

The pleasure that surged from this new hefty penis was far from just physical either. Its hefty size felt as 

if it symbolized the new weight of the duo’s relationship. The throbbing penis was bringing Cordelia and 

Sumia closer together than ever before. It shared pleasure equally between the two, converging their 

wants and desires to a singular point. It made them completely inseparable, implanting a mutual 

dependency fueled by their inner most desires. This cock, this massive pulsating pole of meat and all the 

pleasure that it brought, it was proof that Sumia and Cordelia belonged together like this. That thought 

alone was enough to bring both of them to orgasm. 

Hips thrusting forth one final time, Cynthia’s tip throbbed and throbbed until thick spurts of cum started 

to shoot forth from its urethra. Further below, Severa happily gurgled and tightened as it expulsed all of 

that hot, yummy cum it had been faithfully producing. Sumia and Cordelia both let their heads hang 

back, basking in the fierce orgasm that sparked pleasure beyond their wildest dreams.  

“I love you Cordelia~~” Sumia cried happily, her cock pulsing up and down in glee. “Let’s stay like this 

forever and ever~~~” 

“Me too Sumia~~!!!” Cordelia was quick to respond, basking in the copious amounts of pleasure the 

emerged in her new form. “From now on, we’ll never be apart again~” 

Closing their eyes and pumping their pulsating shaft, Cordelia made sure to squeeze every last drop out 

of their needy cock as they thought about living a brand-new life not as individual people, but as 

conjoined wives. 

 

 

Muffled murmurs and hushed whispers became a common occurrence at the Ylissean army’s camp. The 

number of judgmental gazes and sheer confusion increased heftily. And how could they not? No one had 

been expecting for Sumia and Cordelia to return from their expedition conjoined in a single body! It had 

been almost a month already since Cordelia and Sumia had become both conjoined and lovers, and 

though their peers had grown a bit more accustomed to it now, it was still a strange state of affairs. 

Not that neither Cordelia nor Sumia seemed to mind all this extra attention. In fact, they actually loved 

the fact that people were going crazy for them. With a smile on each of their faces, the duo shamelessly 

walked through camp without a single worry in their mind. They were dressed in a combination of 

Pegasus Knight armor and Dark Mage robes. Now that they were one, their classes had also merged into 

that of Dark Pegasus Knight, a flier able to wield tomes of dark magic. At their side, they always carried 

the dark tome that had transformed them, caring deeply for the tome that had given them such a 



pleasant form. On their chest was the regular breast plate most Pegasus Knights wore, along with the 

shoulder pads and armored gauntlets. But below, the two wore nothing but the skin tight, linen threads 

of the dark mage, a set of body tights that left not an inch of their bodies to the imagination. 

Perhaps the most striking part of their outfit was the way their magnificent, meaty dick bulged through 

their crotch. It was technically hidden underneath a set of panties, but those panties were so thin the 

massive member stretched out of them at every corner. Its thick phallus fearlessly pressed against the 

semi-transparent clothes of their bottom, balls drooping on each side. With every step that they took, 

their mighty cock swung left and right. It was practically fully visible, but Cordelia and Sumia did not care 

a single bit. 

As the two walked into the dining tent, the previous bustle and conversation of the room instantly 

quieted down, all of the eyes in the room shifting onto them. Cordelia’s and Sumia’s smile widened, their 

cock twitching in sadistic pleasure. They could feel their companions’ gazes sink into their skin, minds 

twirling with judgement. It was not all bad though. There was certainly some disgust and concern, but 

Sumia could also feel copious amounts of amazement, desire and thick, beating jealousy. Without paying 

attention to any of the stares, Sumia and Cordelia quietly sat by one of the tables with several of their 

companions. 

On the other side of the table, Tharja smugly glared at the duo. “Heh… Told you it was a bad idea to get 

into dark magic.” She scoffed at Sumia and Cordelia. “No wonder you turned into some kind of weird 

creature.” 

The comments didn’t bother either of them in the slightest, however. “I don’t know what you’re talking 

about, Tharja.” Sumia spoke in a calm, bubbly voice. “This is the best thing that’s ever happened to us!” 

Cordelia added with a smile. 

In an instant, Tharja’s smug façade faded away and her face turned grim and deathly. It was clear she 

was just trying to rile up Cordelia and Sumia. But when that failed, all of those negative feelings bounced 

back inside her. The truth is that Tharja wanted exactly what they had… 

To Tharja’s right, Sumia and Cordelia could see Say’ri exchanging nervous glances. Her eyes looked over 

to the duo, before darting back to the sleeping Tiki beside her. They switched between the pair and Tiki 

rapidly several times over the course of a second, as if her heart was trying to tell her what it was she 

desired. Further along the bench, the duo got a look at Cherche, whose cheeks were flushed and breath 

was heavy. With a sly smile, Cordelia and Sumia spread their legs out, letting their cock be even more 

visible than before. Upon getting a glimpse at such an incredible package, Cherche’s voice got higher, and 

her hands started flickering with increased intensity. Neither person had to say a word, knowing exactly 

how the other side of the table felt. 

Sumia’s and Cordelia’s attention was taken as they felt their shoulder being tapped by Lissa. Turning 

towards the little blonde, they could see her cheeks being light red with embarrassment while she 

clasped her arms together. 

“So… Um…” The girl stammered, not sure if she’d be able to get the words out. “W-Was it painful?” 



Cordelia and Sumia merely smiled in unison. “Nope!” Sumia claimed ecstatically. “It’ was actually the 

most pleasurable thing we’ve ever experienced in our lives~” Cordelia was more than eager to exclaim, 

loud enough so everyone around would hear. 

At the words, Lissa began quivering in place. Sumia’s and Cordelia’s smiles only got smugger and cockier. 

They both spoke at the same time, with the same exact intonation, as if their minds had been perfectly 

linked.   

“Would you like to try~?” 


